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Executive Summary

The CONTINUUM project aims to define a new energy-efficient compute node model, which will benefit from a suitable combination of efficient compilation techniques, emerging memory and communication technologies together with heterogeneous cores. It is a French collaborative research project, coordinated by Dr. Abdoulaye Gamatié. The consortium includes the Cortus S.A.S Company, the Inria Rennes - Bretagne Atlantique research center and the LIRMM laboratory of Montpellier. The project started in October 2015 and lasted 42 months. It benefited from ANR funding of 573 K€ for a global cost of 781 K€, under the grant reference ANR-15-CE25-0007-01.

This report summarizes the main achievements of the project over its running period. More details will be found in the publications corresponding to the results reported here. These contributions globally concern: i) energy consumption optimization through innovative compilation approaches and cache memory system design, taking into account the integration of non-volatile memory technologies; ii) workload management (in particular, workload mapping) enabling performance and energy improvements in heterogeneous multicore systems; iii) and finally, a multicore architecture prototype designed with the core technology from the Cortus Company.

Further information about the project could be found on its dedicated website: http://www.lirmm.fr/continuum-project/
1 Introduction

1.1 Challenges and motivations

The current trend in the digital world suggests a paradigm shift where computations and data will be mobile and processed transparently to users. This comes with a number of major technological challenges amongst which one can underline security, reliability and energy-efficiency.

The CONTINUUM project addresses the last challenge through a multidisciplinary approach combining expertise in microelectronics and computer science to design multicore systems integrated on silicon energy efficient. Opportunities of power saving exist at different design levels of these systems: software layer, hardware architecture, technological components, etc. However, truly measurable gains will come only through a synergistic exploitation of these levels.

To achieve this goal, the CONTINUUM project brings together experts with complementary skills to foster the emergence of an approach to designing multicore systems that meet the challenge of energy-efficiency in the coming years.

1.2 Rationale and considered methodology

The holistic design flow investigated in the CONTINUUM project is originally motivated by a number of considerations. First, there is a need for a co-design approach between both compiler and architecture designers, and technology experts. This should bring all the actors to tightly cooperate towards the seamless definition of the target compute node architecture, which able to answer the energy-efficiency challenge.

Second, beyond the choice of suitable CPU cores, we also consider carefully the selection of suitable technologies that could significantly contribute to reducing the expected system power consumption without compromising the performance. In particular, we explored emerging non-volatile memory technologies as a key solution.

Finally, as a consequence, current compilation and runtime management techniques need to be revisited to adapt them to the advanced features of the designed compute node, e.g., core and memory heterogeneity, which calls for some adaptive management of workloads and data.

From a methodological point of view, this project is based on an approach combining the following ingredients:

- low-power processor technologies are adopted to build targeted multicore systems. These processors are developed by Cortus S.A.S, a leader in semiconductors and embedded systems. They offer an ideal compromise in terms of performance and dissipated power.

- since memory is a notable energy-consuming component in the systems under consideration, innovative memory technologies that reduce the dissipated power without degrading performance are taken into account. In this case, emerging non-volatile memories (NVMs) are preferred.

- a joint design approach (or co-design) able to take advantage of the technologies mentioned above is considered in order to minimize the energy consumption of the systems. It is based on new techniques for efficient program compilation and computer resource management.

To address the aforementioned challenges, the project brings together 3 partners:
• Cortus is a privately-owned, venture-backed, company based in the South of France – Montpellier, which provides processor and ancillary intellectual property (IP) to customers who are typically fabless semiconductor manufacturers. Cortus has developed a new modern RISC architecture aimed at embedded designs using C/C++ software. The current product offering of two families of processor cores spans a range of 32-embedded requirements. The cores are very silicon efficient and consume very little power. Up to 2014, over forty companies have licensed Cortus IP and more than 700 million products containing Cortus processors have been shipped. Cortus has the unique combination of expertise in compiler development, processor architecture and implementation, RTOS development and multicore hardware design which provides the competitive differentiation in its products.

• Inria is a french public research body fully dedicated to computational science. Its missions are to produce outstanding research in the computing and mathematical fields of digital sciences and to ensure its impact on the economy and society through technology transfer and innovation. Contributions to CONTINUUM project will come through the PACAP group of the Inria Rennes Bretagne Atlantique Research Center. This group focuses on computer architecture, software/compiler optimization and real-time systems. PACAP has a proven track-record in compiler and architecture research. Participation in the CONTINUUM project is based on past experience in static and just-in-time compilation and virtualization. PACAP also has significant experience in light-weight performance monitoring and development of related tools.

• The Montpellier Laboratory of Informatics, Robotics and Microelectronics (LIRMM in French) is a cross-faculty research entity of the University of Montpellier and CNRS. The research activities concern modeling and designing hardware and software systems (e.g. robots and integrated circuits), as well as algorithmics, bioinformatics, etc. Leveraging this diversity, LIRMM reinforces its originality by combining theory, tools, experiments and applications in its expertise areas, favoring the emergence of interdisciplinary projects. Contributions to CONTINUUM will come through the ADAC group of the Microelectronics Department, which addresses computer architecture / computer science, digital hardware, and emerging technologies. with its laboratory and in contact with other laboratories and scientific fields (such as mathematics, life sciences, health, and neuroscience).

1.3 Contributions

According to the above considerations, we therefore study a system design "continuum”\(^1\) that seamlessly goes from software level to memory technology level via hardware architecture. Fig. 1 depicts the different aspects involved in the considered design flow.

The contributions of the CONTINUUM project are multiple. First, regarding the integration of emerging NVM technologies in the memory hierarchy, a number of original results have been established on the efficient analysis and optimization of programs with data stored in NVMs. Conducted experiments showed that this provides a significant reduction in the energy consumed by the memory.

On the other hand, several prototypes of heterogeneous multicore architectures based on the Cortus technology have been realized for the first time. This confirmed the energy-efficiency of our proposal. Intelligent resource allocation policies exploiting the characteristics of considered embedded technology enable to maximize this efficiency. In particular, machine learning techniques were used to help make allocation decisions.

\(^1\)Hence the name of the project.
Beyond the prototypes designed in the project, it is important to note that more generally a significant effort in software development made by project partners. The resulting software has been made freely available to academic and industrial actors. For example, the Multicore Architecture enerGy and Performance Evaluation Environment (MAGPIE) [20] dedicated to the modeling and evaluation of multicore systems integrating emerging NVMs has been already used by users outside of the CONTINUUM project.

The work carried out within the framework of the project was the subject of two Ph.D. theses [47, 10] successfully defended at the Universities of Montpellier and Rennes 1. It also gave rise to several publications in peer-reviewed scientific journals and conferences, as well as a few guest lectures (e.g., winter/summer schools, keynotes). A one-day tutorial dedicated to MAGPIE was organized during the COMPAS’2017 Symposium in Sophia-Antipolis (France), as well as a special session on the topics of the project during the ReCoSoC’2018 international conference in Lille (France).

1.4 Outline of the report

The remainder of this report is organized as follows: starting from a brief presentation of MAGPIE (Section 2), we deal with NVM technology integration in multicore architectures, by respectively discussing the effort achieved in the project to optimize system energy consumption through hybrid cache and main memory modeling (Section 3) and via innovative compilation techniques (Section 4); then, we cover the workload management issue (Section 5), which is central for performance and energy improvements; in addition, we describe the proposed compute node architecture prototype designed with the Cortus core technology (Section 6); finally, we give some concluding remarks (Section 7).
2 MAGPIE design exploration environment

Design space exploration can be achieved based on various supports, including typically accurate FPGA-based prototyping [62, 46], fast analytical modeling [5] or user-friendly UML-based model-driven approach [27, 65]. While each of these supports has its own advantage in terms accuracy, speed or flexibility, the CONTINUUM project combined selected simulators in order to build a suitable framework, which is capable of addressing both performance and energy in an effective and relevant manner.

The Multicore Architecture enerGy and Performance Evaluation Environment (MAGPIE\textsuperscript{2}) [21, 20, 59], devised in the project, is a framework dedicated to an easy modeling and evaluation of multicore systems integrating emerging NVMs. It has been built based on preliminary studies in LIRMM [58, 57, 56, 15, 16], addressing NVM integration in cache memory hierarchy.

2.1 Corresponding flow

MAGPIE promotes a generic evaluation flow depicted in Fig. 2.

![Figure 2: MAGPIE evaluation flow.](image)

The inputs of this flow comprise information related to both software and hardware components of a given system. The software-related inputs include a gem5 execution script file for each workload/application to be executed, together with the underlying operating system supported by the considered full-system simulator.

From the hardware perspective, a number of parameters of the target manycore architectures are required: types and number of cores, memory hierarchy and its technology-specific properties, and the type of interconnect. In general, the candidate full-system simulators for MAGPIE provide an IP library that significantly facilitates the instantiation of target architectures.

\footnote{This framework has been developed in collaboration with the GREAT European H2020 project. It is freely distributed via the following address: \url{http://www.lirmm.fr/continuum-project/pages/magpie.html}}
Provided the above input information, MAGPIE proceeds through four main steps as follows:

1. **Platform components calibration**: the basic parameters of all hardware components are set up in the full-system simulator. Typically, the operating frequency of cores, the memory size and access latencies at different levels of the memory hierarchy are defined. For NVMs, their corresponding read/write latencies usually vary according to their characteristics such as their type [43] (e.g., RRAM, PCM, MRAM), technology node (e.g., 65nm, 45nm) and size.

2. **Manycore system execution**: the full system simulation of the user-customized system is performed in order to obtain detailed execution statistics. Note that since the inputs of the MAGPIE flow can specify at the same time different system design choices, several simulation instances can be launched in parallel. This contributes to accelerating the design space exploration with MAGPIE. Beyond the global performance metrics such as execution time, the activity events related to each hardware device are important information. These events are used for power and energy estimation.

3. **Surface and energy estimation**: based on detailed execution statistics generated by gem5, the surface, power and energy consumption of the simulated system are estimated. For instance, the dynamic energy of cache memory is determined based on its collected read/write activity events and the energy consumption of elementary memory access obtained, e.g., with CACTI.

4. **Post-processing for graphical renderings**: as a major goal of MAGPIE is to assist the user in design space exploration, the final evaluation metrics can be reported in both textual and graphical formats. Then the user can quickly gather insights from each evaluated design.

### 2.2 Implementation

We seamlessly combine the gem5 simulator for performance evaluation and NVSim and McPAT for estimating the energy respectively related to NVMs and the rest of the architecture. These tools are briefly described below.

**Considered simulation and estimation tools.** The gem5 simulator [1] provides an accurate evaluation of system performance thanks to its high configurability for a fine-grained architecture modeling. Its full-system simulation mode runs unmodified operating systems. It includes several predefined architecture component models, e.g., CPU, memory and interconnect. The simulator produces detailed execution statistics (even at micro-architecture level) for power and footprint area estimation. In the CONTINUUM project, we mainly considered ARM big.LITTLE CPU models in gem5 [16].

McPAT [31] is a power, area, and timing modeling framework for multi-threaded, multicore, and manycore architectures. It works with a variety of performance and thermal simulators via an XML template-based interface. This interface describes the micro-architecture specification and is used to communicate activity events generated by simulators. McPAT covers three simulation levels for estimation: architectural, circuit and technology (from 90nm to 22nm). NVM technologies are not addressed by McPAT. So, we use NVSim [22], which is a circuit-level estimator for NVM performance, energy, and area estimations. It supports different NVM technologies including STT-MRAM, ReRAM, and PCRAM. It uses the same modeling principles as CACTI.
Integration within MAGPIE framework. The MAGPIE framework defines several Python script programs that automate the whole flow illustrated in Fig. 2. The inputs of the flow are first read and used for automatic calibration of the hardware architecture components in gem5. For NVMs, the NVSim tool is invoked by a script in order to calculate the corresponding read/write latencies based on the desired memory type, memory size, associativity and technology node, as specified in the inputs. Then, gem5 is automatically configured with the computed NVM access latencies. For this purpose, we modified gem5 so as to enable the configuration of memories with asymmetric read and write latencies, such as NVMs. Afterward, the specified system execution scenarios are run in parallel (according to the number of cores available on the host machine) by automatically triggering the corresponding number of gem5 simulation instances.

Each gem5 simulation instance produces the execution statistics file related to its design scenario. From these files, all data required by NVSim and McPAT (e.g., the execution time of the system, number of read/write transactions for memory blocks) are automatically extracted by another script. As these files can be huge, the script has been defined in such a way that it optimizes the reading of generated gem5 files. Then, it invokes the two estimation tools on the extracted data in order to generate the area, power and energy consumption for each captured design scenario. The results are stored in textual files.

Finally, the above textual files are post-processed by several scripts for generating various user-friendly renderings: CSV files and graphical plots that compare the performance, area, power and energy evaluation of the different scenarios. For instance, the energy breakdown of the main hardware components can be easily plotted for a fine-grained analysis.

3 NVM integration in memory system

Current design trends show that the memory speed is not growing as fast as cores computing capacity, leading to the so-called memory-wall issue. Caching techniques, which have been pushed in the past for mitigating the memory-wall, are facing the silicon area constraints. As the memory hierarchy capacity is increased [63], the corresponding energy consumption grows. Fig. 3 illustrates the fact that memory systems consume more than 50% of the die area. As a result, a significant part of the consumed power is devoted to memory as reported in Fig. 4.

Figure 3: SoC area repartition between logic and memory (from Semico Research Corporation [55])

The current mainstream memory technology used for both cache memory and registers is SRAM thanks to the short data access latency it provides compared to other technologies. However, its potential prohibitive static energy due to the increase of the leakage current when decreasing the technology node
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Figure 4: SoC energy repartition between logic and memory (from ITRS [32])

is a major issue to energy-efficiency. In order to address this issue, embedding volatile memories in SoCs is among the most promising trends. Emerging NVMs [43] are promising candidate technologies as they combine simultaneously high density and very low static power consumption while their performance is becoming competitive compared to SRAM and DRAM.

3.1 Cache memory level

Data accesses that occur beyond the Last-Level Cache (LLC) are usually time and energy-consuming as they have to reach the off-chip main memory. An intelligent design of the LLC reducing such accesses can save power and increase the overall performance. A usual technique adopted in the past consists in increasing the cache storage capacity so as to reduce the cache miss rate. This approach is no longer desired due to area and energy constraints. Increasing the cache size has a negative impact on the financial cost and increases the static power consumption.

In our study, we considered an emerging memory technology, the Spin-Torque Transfer Magnetic RAM (STT-RAM), a non-volatile memory technology that has a near-zero leakage consumption. This memory has a higher density than SRAM, providing more storage capacity for the same area. While STT-RAM read latency is close to SRAM read latency, the gap for write access is currently one obstacle to a wide STT-RAM adoption. In [48], we addressed the impact in write reduction of cache replacement policies. Each read request leading to a cache miss eventually triggers a write. Upon this cache miss, the request is forwarded to an upper level in the memory hierarchy. When the response is received, the corresponding data is written into the cache. Hence, the cache replacement policy has indirectly an important impact on the number of writes that occur upon cache misses. After a careful review of existing cache replacement policies [52], we evaluated the combined use of STT-RAM and the state-of-the-art Hawkeye cache replacement policy [33]. Thanks to Hawkeye, the number of writes due to cache misses (on the critical path to main memory) is reduced, while benefiting from STT-RAM density for larger LLC.

More concretely, we observed that using Hawkeye with STT-RAM is more beneficial than with SRAM. Indeed, the read/write latency asymmetry of this technology allows a higher gap of improvement in terms

3The first level cache (L1), the closest to the CPU, is the lowest level.
of performance than with SRAM. However, with a large cache that drastically reduces the number of misses, the small amount of accesses does the training of the Hawkeye predictor longer. Thus, it may lead to inadequate eviction decisions. Our results showed that the global system performance can be improved up to 10% and 14% respectively for monochrome and multicore platforms. This gain, combined with the drastic static energy reduction enabled by STT-RAM, leads to increased energy-efficiency, up to 26.3% and 27.7% for monochrome and multicore systems.

3.2 Main memory level

Beyond the cache level, we studied the impact of NVM integration in main memory. The proposed analysis was achieved by adopting two simulation tools [36]: gem5 coupled with the NVMain simulator [50] devoted to main memory modeling and simulation.

We calibrated a DRAM model based on a Micron DDR4 datasheet. We also build new PCM and RRAM memory technology models, starting from NVMain models that are further refined based on an analysis of the existing literature on NVMs. Our evaluation targeted state-of-the-art heterogeneous ARMv8 multicore systems, envisioned for better processing efficiency of compute nodes. The explored system designs were validated on typical application workloads.

Our results [30] showed that RRAM is a very good candidate for energy issue mitigation at main memory level, while PCM would be a more promising candidate for storage level. We showed that RRAM can provide system-level performance comparable to DDR4, while memory energy consumption can be reduced by up to 50%. This is not the case of PCM.

4 Compile-time analysis for mitigating NVM integration cost

We explore compile-time analyses and optimization and software analysis, as a possible alternative to leverage the low leakage current inherent to emerging NVM technologies for energy-efficiency. A major advantage is the flexibility and portability across various hardware architectures enabled by such an approach, compared to the hardware-oriented techniques found in literature.

4.1 Empirical energy evaluation of compiler optimizations with NVM caches

As a preliminary work, we led an empirical study considering multicore system designs with NVM integrated in the cache memory hierarchy, while applying loop nest optimization to application code. Different loop optimizations have been evaluated individually and jointly, taking into account the trade-off between performance and energy with respect to SRAM cache configurations. In particular, we evaluated loop tiling and loop permutation. The former transformation splits the iteration space of a loop into smaller chunks or blocks, in such a way that the data used in the loop remains in the cache until it is reused. As a result, large arrays are split into fine grain blocks, which in turn enables the accessed array elements to fit into the cache size. The other loop transformation Loop consists in exchanging the order of different iteration variables within a loop nest. This contributes to improve the data locality by accessing the elements of a multidimensional array in an order according to which they are available in cache memory.

This study has been conducted in collaboration with partners from IMEC and the H2020 Montblanc3 project.
Our experiments [51] showed that loop optimizations combined with STT-MRAM provide up to 24.2% and 31% energy reduction without performance degradation, respectively compared to multicore and monocrone architectures with full SRAM cache hierarchy.

4.2 Detection and elimination of silent stores

Our proposal is inspired by some existing techniques such as the silent store elimination technique introduced by Lepak et al. [39] and worst-case execution time analysis techniques [64], as summarized in the sequel.

Profiling-based analysis. As writes on NVMs are generally more expensive than reads, we advocate a compile-time optimization by consistently reducing the number of writes on memory. Here, writes identified as redundant are eliminated, i.e.: when a strictly or approximately identical value is overwritten in the same memory location, respectively referred to as strict and relaxed silent stores.

In [11, 9], we proposed a silent store elimination technique through an implementation in the LLVM compiler [38]. Thanks to this implementation, a program is optimized once, and run on any execution platform while avoiding silent stores. This is not the case of the hardware-level implementation. We evaluated the profitability of this silent store elimination for NVM cache memories. We showed that energy gains highly depend on the silentness percentage in programs, and on the energy consumption ratio of read/write operations costs for NVMs. We validated our proposal with the Rodinia benchmark suite, while reporting up to 42% gain in energy for some applications. This validation relies on an analytic evaluation considering typical NVM parameters extracted from the literature.

Static prediction approach. While the store silentness analysis carried on in the above study is based on program profiling, we addressed a complementary approach that rather exploits static code analysis for silent store prediction [49]. We studied the influence of syntactic program features on the occurrence of silent stores. From this study, we have derived predictors which determine store instructions that tend to be silent during the execution of programs. This promising study gave a number of interesting conclusions, some of which we list below:

- Syntax that might cause the deposit of the value zero or a boolean value in memory are the most consistent sources of silentness. On the opposite direction, increments and non-zero constants tend to lead to noisy stores (i.e., non silent).

- Silent stores are very silent, and noisy stores are very noisy. A consequence of this observation is that if a store is observed to be silent or noisy, this behavior is likely to repeat if the same instruction is executed again.

- The distribution of silent stores among benchmarks seems to follow a normal distribution. This observation can be used to detect anomalies, such as performance bugs. For instance, a program can be considered suspicious if it contains a number of silent stores above a threshold \( P \) falling outside two or three standard deviations of \( P \)'s distribution.

- Our choice of features leads to the construction of static predictors whose precision is significantly (in a statistical sense) superior to trivial prediction strategies.
4.3 Data lifetime analysis for efficient NVM data allocation

Given the possibility of relaxing the data retention time of NVMs, we leverage a design-time analysis on the lifetime of program variables so as to map them on NVM memory banks with customized retention capacities. This enables to accommodate NVM features with program execution requirements while favoring energy-efficiency.

We applied a partial worst-case execution time ($\delta$-WCET) analysis to programs in order to determine the worst-case lifetimes of program variables involved in store instructions [12, 13]. This information is then used to safely allocate these variables in appropriate NVM memory banks, according to their data retention time. We validated our approach on the Mälardalen benchmark-suite, by showing a significant reduction of memory dynamic energy (up to 80%, with an average of 66%). This contributes to answer the energy-efficiency challenge faced in both embedded and high-performance computing domains.

5 Workload management in multicore systems

Application mapping on multicore platforms has been studied for decades in literature [60]. To find out near-optimal mapping solutions, many mapping techniques adopt search-based approaches combined with some analyses to evaluate considered mappings w.r.t. the design requirements. These analyses typically rely on system-level evaluations leveraging FPGA platforms [62, 4], model-driven design frameworks [27, 53] or analytical models [5, 3, 66].

Some recent approaches advocate machine learning to address the mapping problem [61]. They typically rely on reinforcement learning and supervised learning. In [8], reinforcement learning is applied through a cross-layer system approach to predict the best energy-performance trade-off in multicore embedded systems. A machine learning based approach is proposed in [41] for the optimal mapping of streaming applications described by the StreamIt formalism onto dynamic multicore processors. In [40], the authors apply machine learning to predict execution time, memory and disk consumption of two bioinformatics applications deployed on different hardware resources.

5.1 Compiler-assisted adaptive program scheduling in heterogeneous systems

Choosing the best core configuration for a running program on heterogeneous platforms is challenging, because program parts benefit differently from the same configuration. We call the task of allocating parts of a parallel program to processors the code placement problem. State-of-the-art approaches solve this problem dynamically (e.g., at runtime / operating system levels, or via a middleware) or statically (e.g., via compilers). A dynamic approach can use runtime information to weight the choices it makes, while a static technique reduces runtime monitoring cost and can leverage program characteristics. These two approaches can be joined, achieving a synergy that, otherwise, could not be attained by an individual approach.

To make it possible, we used the compiler to partition source code into program phases: regions whose syntactic characteristics lead to similar runtime behavior. We use reinforcement learning to map pairs formed by a program phase and a hardware state to the configuration that best fit this setup. To validate our proposal, we implemented a framework to instrument and execute applications in heterogeneous architectures: the Astro system [45, 44]. The framework collects syntactic characteristics from programs and instruments them using LLVM [38]. For a program region, the scheduler can take into account its corresponding characteristics collected statically, for an immediate action. An action consists in choosing
an execution configuration and collecting the "reward" related to that choice. Such feedback is then used to fine-tune and improve the subsequent scheduling decisions. We rely on such a reinforcement learning technique and benefit its ability to explore a vast universe of configurations (or states), formed by different hardware setups and runtime data changing over time. However, the universe of runtime states is unbounded, and program behavior is hard to predict without looking into its source code. To speedup convergence, we resort to the compiler. The compiler gives us two benefits. First, it lets us mine program features, which we can use to train the learning algorithm. Second, it lets us instrument the program. This instrumentation allows the program itself to provide feedback to the scheduler, concerning the code region currently under execution.

The Astro system is summarized in Fig. 5. From source program $P$ to generate an adaptive program $P''$, the system uses its three components as follows: Program Instrumentation, Actuation (monitoring and reward computation, learning and adapting), and Final Code Generation.

![Figure 5: The Astro System.](image)

We evaluated Astro over parallel benchmarks running on a big.LITTLE system. Experiments on Parsec [7] and Rodinia [17] benchmarks running on an Odroid XU4 show that we can obtain speedups of more than 10% over the default GTS scheduler used in ARM-based systems.

### 5.2 Performance prediction for application mapping in multicore systems

In [28], we addressed the application mapping problem\(^5\) on multicore architectures based on two off-line supervised machine learning approaches: on the one hand, classification through Support Vector Machine (SVM) [18] and Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost) [25] techniques, and on the other hand, regression by using Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) [26]. SVM has been very popular in machine learning thanks to its ability to apply in both classification or regression problems, even though it is often used in the former.

\(^5\)This work has been carried out as a follow-up of an earlier work, and in collaboration the Hefei University of Technology in China.
AdaBoost provides an original vision combining different learners that enable accurate classifications while acting together. On the other hand, ANNs have been proved powerful enough to solve various regression problems. Compared to classification techniques, finding a good compromise between accuracy and training cost is however more challenging with ANNs due to their tedious parameterization.

Our obtained results showed that, under some conditions, AdaBoost and ANNs can achieve very promising prediction accuracy with up to 84.8% and 89.05% respectively, which confirms the effectiveness of these two models. SVM gave less precise prediction score, possibly due to its inability to correctly deal with imbalanced distribution of mapping data, which is more tractable with Decision Trees supported in AdaBoost.

6 Multicore asymmetric architecture prototype

Heterogeneous computing usually refers to systems including various processing elements so as to meet both performance and power-efficiency requirements. Typical heterogeneous architectures combine CPUs and compute accelerators such as Graphical Processing Units (GPUs). While the former are well-suited for executing sequential workloads and the operating system, the latter are rather devoted to massively regular parallel workloads, e.g., data-parallel algorithms. Further examples are the Cell multiprocessor [34] developed by Sony, Toshiba and IBM, and the Llano processor [14] proposed by AMD. Cell combines a general-purpose core with streamlined co-processing elements that accelerate multimedia and vector processing applications, whereas Llano combines a quad-core CPU with a GPU.

The more recent ARM big.LITTLE technology [6], which has been used in the CONTINUUM project for validation, considers two different clusters: a big cluster composed of high-performance application processors used to execute heavy workloads; and a LITTLE cluster composed of low power application processors that are used for lightweight workload to save energy. By exploiting this feature, a suitable runtime can provide workloads with required performance while reducing the power consumption whenever possible.

The aforementioned architectures are also referred to as asymmetric multicore architectures due to their core heterogeneity in terms of performance and power consumption [37] [42]. Despite their very attractive features for providing energy-efficiency, asymmetric multicore chips are still not mature and robust in real-world commercial solutions [42].

6.1 Overview

We devised a novel original asymmetric multicore architecture [29], comprising two execution islands: parallel and sequential. While the former is devoted to highly parallelizable workloads for high throughput, the latter addresses weakly parallelizable workloads. Accordingly, the parallel island is composed of many low power cores and the sequential island is composed of a small number of high-performance cores. An originality of our proposal is the usage of the cost-effective and inherently low power core technology provided by Cortus [2], one of the world-leading semiconductor IP companies in the embedded domain. These cores are highly energy (MIPS/µW) and silicon efficient (MIPS/mm²) compared to existing technologies. We believe the massive usage of such embedded cores deserves attention to achieve the energy-efficient architectures required for high-performance embedded computing.

Our architectural solution is somehow similar to the CPU/GPU heterogeneous design paradigm. However, an important difference is that the parallel island, which plays the same role as the GPU, can deal with both regular and irregular parallel workloads. In addition, both sequential and parallel islands support
the same programming model, facilitating the job of programmers. GPUs require specific APIs such as OpenCL and CUDA, which are not necessarily supported by CPUs, requiring extensive software support. Compared to big.LITTLE, which considers only application processors, here we combine application processors on the “big” side and micro-controllers on the “LITTLE” side. Such compact “LITTLE” cores (which are not intended to support a full operating system) are key for aggressive energy optimization. Our proposal considered a task-based programming model. A recent work addressed task mining in sequential programs [54], from which suitable task-oriented programs could be defined.

Another trade-off considered in our solution is the support of floating point arithmetic, which benefits certain operations in embedded applications, e.g., matrix inversion required for Multiple Input / Multiple Output (MIMO), Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) which often suffer from scaling problems in fixed point. As floating point units (FPUs) can be expensive in terms of area and power in the very low power cores being considered, it will be supported only by a subset of these cores.

**Multi-cluster architectures.** Fig. 6 depicts the final prototype architecture, which consists of seven CPU cores. One high performance CPU Core is implemented with Cortus APSX2 core IP. There are then two clusters of lower performance cores:

1. Cluster 1: two lower performance CPU Cores with hardware floating point support; and one lower performance integer only CPU Cores.
2. Cluster 2: one lower performance CPU Core with hardware floating point support; and two lower performance integer only CPU Cores.

Each CPU core has a subset of private peripherals, which generate interrupts only for that CPU core - for example each CPU core has its own counter peripheral to generate periodic interrupts (which is essential for the scheduler).

A message box peripheral is used to pass messages between the CPU cores, this peripheral can generate interrupts for all the CPU cores. The task scheduler uses the message box peripheral to manage the tasks on each of the CPU cores. The use of an interrupt driven scheme ensures maximum efficiency and responsiveness with a minimum of software overhead in the tasks being scheduled. Each CPU core can also use the message box peripheral to pass a message to the controlling CPU Core.

Concretely the controlling CPU core writes a message into the message box and generates an interrupt for the chosen CPU core. To respond the CPU Core writes its response into the message box peripheral and an interrupt is generated for the controlling CPU Core.

Here, the communication interconnect is implemented by a hierarchical crossbar. Note that initially, the project aimed at investigating advanced interconnect infrastructures such as 3D Networks-on-Chip (NoCs) [24, 35, 23]. But, the hierarchical crossbar advocated by the Cortus partner proved adequate-enough for the prototype implementation.

**Memory architecture.** All CPU cores share both program and data memory but have local data and instruction caches. The caches are not coherent. Each CPU core has a reserved address range (which is cached by the CPU’s local caches) and there is a system wide shared memory reserved for inter CPU communication (this memory region is marked as non-cacheable).

A level 2 cache caches all the memory access to the external DDR memory, reducing the memory access latency.
Workload management system  A tailored lightweight and flexible multi-thread execution model is also defined in order to enable the management of programs executed on the proposed architecture, which is synthesized on FPGA prototypes. This workload management exploits the nature of programs, which is analyzable statically during compilation, e.g., computation versus memory intensiveness, floating point intensive or not.

6.2 Evaluation

The above asymmetric multicore architecture has been comprehensively evaluated in terms of performance and energy efficiency. A tailored energy measurement infrastructure, inspired by [19], has been deployed for the comparison.

Different prototype versions have been devised on FPGA: quadcore versus heptacore architectures [29]. Our experiments showed that an adequate multi-benchmark workload management on the heterogeneous cores can provide about 22% energy gain on average, compared to a reference design. This makes our solution a very promising candidate for typical embedded systems such as edge compute nodes where energy-efficiency is key.
7 Conclusions

This report presented a brief description of the main achievements realized during the CONTINUUM project, which aims to design energy-efficient compute node systems.

On the one hand, a number of results have been presented regarding the integration of emerging NVM technologies in memory hierarchy. These comprise the efficient analysis and optimization of programs with data stored in NVMs. Conducted experiments showed that a non negligible energy reduction can be reached for the memory.

On the other hand, several prototypes of heterogeneous multicore architectures based on the Cortus technology have been realized for the first time. Adapted resource allocation strategies exploiting the characteristics of considered embedded technology enable to maximize the overall energy-efficiency.

Beyond the architecture prototypes designed in the project, a significant effort in software development has been made by involved partners. The resulting software is made freely available for experimental usage. For example, the MAGPIE environment dedicated to the modeling and evaluation of multicore systems integrating emerging NVMs is already adopted by several users beyond the CONTINUUM project.
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